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				GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
Die Roll
A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1

1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D2	D2	DE	BR	BR	BR
2	5	AE	D/AE	D	D1	D1	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	BR	BR
3	4	AE	AE	D/AE	D	D	D	D1	D1	D2	D2	DE	BR
4	3	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	AD	D	D1	D1	D2	DE	BR
5	2	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D1	D1	D2	DE
6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	X/2	X/2	D2	D2

Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Pressed attacks may be made.
German Forced Exchange Attack Option:  DE=DA,  D2=DE, D2=X/2, D1=X, D=3/2X, AD=AE, AE=AE, of course.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	BR = BReakthrough.  Attackers may advance as for a DE and immediately attack one more time, possibly adding to a different, initial attack.
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	D2, D2 = All Defending units are DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  They are retreated 0-2 hexes, as the Attacker chooses, but the Defender chooses their route of retreat and may retreat them 1 more hex, if he wishes.  
·	D1 = Defenders RETREATED 0-1 hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route chosen by Defender - and DISRUPTED.  Defender may retreat 1 or 2 farther.
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 3 hexes, but the Attacker may then advance as for a D1 or for a D2 if the Defender retreats 2 or 3 hexes.
·	X, X/2 = EXchange.  In non-Snow weather, German units may decline an Exchange result on attack or defense.  If they do so on the attack, they are Disrupted.  On defense, they must instead accept a D2 result.  Defending units are eliminated up to a number of factors which can be covered by the attacker.  Attacking units having attack factors at least equal to the (factor-modified) defending units - or half rounded up with an X/2 - are lost.  An attacking German infantrie korps can contribute 1 free factor to an exchange and is broken down into its divisions which can cover further losses.  German panzerkorps may contribute the difference between their front and back attack factors (or their entire attack factor, resulting in their elimination, of course), but may never regain the front side.  Exchange factors can also be "absorbed" without loss by the difference between full and reduced strengths of German armies Russian shock armies.  If exchanging with Russian tank units, participating German panzer units must be lost first (before accompanying armies or infantrie korps).  Surviving attackers tactically advance as for a D1  and D2 combat result, respectively.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted, faced toward the enemy, and not moved for the rest of the turn.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors and armor covering armor) Eliminated.  Any surviving attackers suffer AD result.

Pressed Attack Option:
If the German Player chooses a Pressed Attack, his attacking odds are increased 1 combat odds column on the 3 best die roll numbers and reduced 1 combat odds column on the 3 worst.  For the Russians, the odds are dropped 2 combat odds columns for the worst rolls.  Worst rolls cannot be less than 1:5 odds.  The German player may combine this option with the Forced Exchange Attack option.


General Rule:  All UnDisrupted units at corps/Korps/group level and above (which are adjacent to both an attacking unit and a fellow defending unit that is attacking) must also be attacked, unless separated from the attackers by a river hex-side when the original target is on the same side of the river as the attackers, or unless separated by an impassable all-lake hex-side.  (See also Zone of Control (ZOC) rules.)  German attacks (only) may be cancelled, unless they are attacks required by previous attacks described here.

Surrounded/Retreat Impossible/"No Retreat!" Orders:  If the defending units are surrounded and unable to retreat, D1->D, D2 and D2 ->DE, and DE ->BR. The Defender may voluntarily give No Retreat! orders to UnDisrupted units with the same combat results.  If he does so, the Russian Player must issue such an order for all his units for an entire German player-turn, while the German Player may selectively issue them to his defenders. Therefore, the attacking Russian player must always ask the German if he chooses “No Retreat!” before a battle is resolved.

Armor/Panzer Overrun:  If there are tank/panzer units equal to defending infantry units and not attacking across or into adverse terrain, those infantry units, a D2 combat result becomes a DE, and a DE becomes a BR.  Any defending German panzer or panzer grenadier unit in a stack prevents this.  For the Russians, the defense factors of defending tank units in a stack are instead subtracted from the attacking German panzer units' factors, to see if the Germans can still commit an armor overrun.

Disrupted Units:  ... are faced toward the opposing player, and may not move or attack in the rest of the owning player’s turn.  A unit loses its entrenchment, if it is already Disrupted and suffers another.  Attacks on Disrupted units are increased 1 combat odds column shift.  If some units in a stack are Disrupted and others not, combat results for them will be read under different results columns.  Disrupted units retain any defensive factor bonuses from terrain.
Recovery from Disruption:  All German units can be recovered from Disruption at the end of the owning player's player-turn, as can all Russian units with red combat factors.  Other Russian units are recovered at the end of the first German impulse, if not Re-Disrupted.  Units must be in supply to be recovered.

Retreat Routes must be away from the hex(es) attacked in that combat, not through enemy ZOCs unoccupied by friendly units, and, after the first hex, away from the attackers' hexes if possible - although if that is not possible that doesn't eliminate them.  Defending units may never retreat across a hex-side adjacent to a hex from which they themselves were attacked.  A unit may  retreat onto or through a friendly unit even if it is in an enemy zone of control, unless the friendly-occupied hex is  under a still-unresolved attack.  Units violating the stacking limit at the moment they retreat through UnDisrupted friendly units, Disrupt those also.  Any units forced to retreat off the mapboard or across an unfrozen lake hex-side are eliminated.

Tactical Advances (for attackers only) After Defender Retreats:
All units may tactically advance a minimum of 1 hex, in any case.  If the defender voluntarily retreats farther than a D or D1 result requires, the attacker may accordingly advance farther with units able to do so..  
Victorious attacking units may tactically advance into or through the vacated hex and may do so regardless of enemy ZOCs except when crossing a defense line.  On a D2 or better result, pure tank/panzer units may advance up to 2 hexes in Good or Hard Frost weather, unless either hex is or is across adverse (unbridged) terrain.  In Mud, only Russian tank units may do so.  
The defended hex must be advanced into (and/or through) by attacking units at least equal to the defenders' modified defensive factor strength, if possible.  Other units participating in the attack may tactically advance into unoccupied hexes adjacent to the defended one, unless prevented by terrain restrictions or enemy ZOCs.




TERRAIN EFFECTS:
·	Forest:  Defending units in a hex receive a +1 factor bonus, if at least one of them is an infantry-type unit.
·	Cross-Rivers:  If half or more of the attackers are attacking cross-river, the combat odds are shifted down 1 column.
·	Major Cities:  If there are any infantry-type units defending in a major city, the defenders get a +1 bonus.
·	Moscow and Tula:  Have 2 and 1 intrinsic defense factors, respectively, and defenders can get bonus factors up to 2 and 1 factors respectively, if matched by total infantry factors.
·	Russian Defense Line:  +1 defense factor, if there are any infantry in the defended hex and if half or more of the attackers are attacking across it.  See also Zone of Control and Tactical Advance restrictions.

"STACKING" LIMIT:
This limit is enforced only at the end of an owning player's operational or tactical (advance) movement pulses, and the penalty for violation is the elimination of any excess units of the owning player's choice.  There may be 3 friendly units in a hex, only one of which may be an army.  Only 2 of the units in the stack may be corps level or above.  Also, only 2 may be mobile units and only 1 of those may be a (2-tank/panzer icon) korps.  Katyusha regiments do not count against stacking.
Note:  As long as operational or post-combat tactical movement is not ended with a hex overstacked, units may momentarily violate the limit moving through other units.  Violating the limit during retreat - being unplanned - is another matter.  See Retreat rule.

OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT:  A unit's operational movement factor can be changed by weather or supply.
Normally, in each movement impulse any mobile - tank, motorized infantry, katyusha, panzer, or panzer grenadier - unit and the non-mobile parachute korps have 3 movement factors, and any other unit (including German cavalry) has 2.  In Mud turns, only Russian tank units may continue to move 3 mfs.  In the first Snow weather turn, German pz and pzgdr units' movement factor is 2.  Crossing an un-bridged river hex-side costs any mobile unit +1 mf.  Attacking costs any unit +1 mf. 
  Along a road, mobile units may move twice as fast and other units receive +1 mf, except in both cases when attacking. 
  German army units, all units in Mud, and all German units in Snow may only move in their first 2 movement pulses.  
  In their first impulse of movement on the first turn, all German units' movement factors are doubled.  Russian units' mfs are doubled if they start a pulse in Moscow.

ZONES OF CONTROL (ZOCs) are hexes adjacent to units which would be accessible to movement if no enemy units were around.  (EZOC = Enemy ZOC):
·	A unit must stop upon entering an EZOC of any unit corp level or above, or of 2 UnDisrupted German divisions.  Otherwise, division and smaller level units do not have ZOCs, except their own, occupied hexes.  Mobile units' ZOCs do not extend into forests or into major cities, unless those are friendly-occupied.
·	 A unit may never move directly from one EZOC to another of the same enemy unit, unless it is making a 1-hex move into a hex already occupied by a friendly unit. (That friendly unit may have just arrived (and stopped) in the same movement phase or if it was in the hex at the beginning of that movement phase it may then immediately leave the hex after enabling the special-moving unit to enter it.)  A unit may always make a 1-hex move out of an EZOC and into a different enemy unit's ZOC, whether or not either hex is friendly-occupied.
·	
·	RUSSIAN KATYUSHAS:
·	A Katyusha unit may not attack if it is Unsupplied.  It can attack an adjacent hex, before standard ground attacks are resolved.  A die roll is made against each enemy unit in the hex, and a die roll of 1 or 2 (Index A) or 5 or 6 (B) Disrupts the rocketed unit.  If not stacked with - protected by - other Russian units, it can be moved through and be automatically eliminated by a German unit.  Once lost, a Katyusha regiment cannot be replaced.
·	
·	GERMAN ARMIES AND RUSSIAN SHOCK ARMIES: 
·	German army units act as supply sources and heavy support units.  If within 2 hexes of each other, 1 is inactive.  German armies are used for Luftwaffe bases.  If eliminated, they cannot be replaced.  At the start of the German player-turn, an UnDisrupted German army may be flipped to its stronger side.  (If it is moved, it is flipped back.)
·	Russian shock armies may do the same, and (like for the German armies and panzerkorps) their strength difference may be used to "absorb" exchange losses.
·	All army units are considered to be infantry-type units.
·	
·	WEATHER EFFECTS:
·	Mud:  Only the Smolensk to Moscow road still still gives a Road Movement bonus and only on the first turn of Mud.  During the first turn of Mud, only 1 German fliegerkorps can be active.  Only the Russians get Armor Overrun power.
·	Hard Frost:  Is treated the same as Good for all purposes, and all roads' movement bonuses are again active.
·	Snow:  All roads are active.  Lakes, rivers, and swamps are frozen and cease to have any effect in the game.  During the first turn of Snow, only 1 German fliegerkorps can be active.
·	Weather Determination:  Turn 1 is automatically Good weather.  There is a 2/3 chance Turn 2 will be Mud, otherwise it is Good.  (Turns 3 and 4 are automatically Mud.)  If Turn 2 was Mud, then Turns 5 and 6 are Hard Frost (Good).  If Turn 2 was Good, Turn 5 is Hard Frost, and Turn 6 is SNOW.  Turns 7-9 are automatically Snow.

AIRPOWER:
An air unit attacks each ground unit in the target hex separately, from the top of the stack to their bottoms - antiaircraft-capable units first when each hex is attacked. Luftwaffe units may be freely combined against any target hex or, if intercepting, against enemy air units.  Front aviation units may not be combined with other aviation units.  The 6. Fighter Aviation Korps (MiG-3) unit may only intercept bombing attacks on Moscow.
					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Russian
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D			D			Russian Shot Down
2	5		D			D			Russian Shot Down
3	4		D			D*			Russian Shot Down
4	3		D*			-			Russian Shot Down		
5	2		AA*			AA			Luftwaffe Shot Down
6	1		AA			AA			Luftwaffe Shot Down
7	0		AA			AA			Luftwaffe ShotDown - Ext. Range, + or - 1 on die.
Notes:
An air unit can be used once in each friendly or enemy operational pulse for ground attack, interception, interdiction, paradrop, or aerial resupply.  Ground units suffering a D result do so in place: they cannot be retreated farther as in a ground combat D result.  Moreover, the first air-attack D on an Entrenched unit only Disrupts the entrenchment, it does not destroy the entrenchment - a second air-attack D (against the now-Disrupted, entrenched unit) would.  Air-to-air results take effect immediately.  Even though all the ground units in an anti-aircraft-capable hex may have already been D-ed, excess attacking air units must still risk being shot down by the anti-aircraft asset.
Shot Down:  (Mission prevented and) air unit out of game until end of game-turn.
D* = "-" if attacking panzer/tank units or any units which are entrenched, in forest, or in Moscow or Tula. 
AA = Russian shot down attacking UnDisrupted German army.  German shot down attacking major city - AA* also, attacking Moscow.
Range:  Is 6 hexes from a German army in supply for the Luftwaffe or 3 hexes from a Russian army  in supply for the Red Air Force.  If Luftwaffe is mounting operations at extended/double range, + (Index A) or - (B) on the die roll.
Close Air Support:  If Luftwaffe units are bombing Russian units to be ground-attacked also in the Operational or Blitzkrieg phases, they may add +1 combat odds shift to any attack on the hex.  Furthermore, they may accompany and support any one group of units making a Breakthrough attack.
Paradrop:  During the Russian Supply Status Determination Phase and using a front aviation unit which is not intercepted, the Russian 5. Para Korps may take off from a Russian city or town in friendly supply it began  the turn in and be dropped up to 3 hexes from any Russian army or city or town in supply.  The unit is Disrupted in its drop zone, and there is a 2/3s chance it will be eliminated if it lands in a German ZOC unoccupied by a Russian unit.  It is eliminated, if the aviation unit transporting it is intercepted and shot down.
Luftwaffe Aerial Resupply (during owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase):  A fliegerkorps can be used to supply all the out-of-supply units within normal range in any one hex.  Such missions can be intercepted.
Bombing Moscow and Russian Units in it:  If not shot down by the 6. Fighter Aviation Korps or Moscow's AntiAircraft guns, a German Fliegerkorps may (instead) bomb Moscow and units on it during the German Operational Phase.  Within the normal 6-hex range, either snakeyes (1+1) or boxcars (6+6) also causes PANIC! in Moscow, and any German ground attacks receive a +1 combat odds bonus for the rest of the German player-turn, while the Russian player is allowed only 1 attack.  At extended range the German player must choose between snakeyes or boxcars and the aerial combat die roll shifts 1 to the Russians' advantage.

REPLACEMENTS, REINFORCEMENTS, RUSSIAN RAIL MOVEMENT, AND THE SIBERIAN RESERVE GAMBLE:..
·	Russian replacements (entering Disrupted):  Starting on the second gameturn the Russians receive any 1 Siberian unit which is not a shock army, 2 tank brigades, and 6 rifle/infantry divisions per gameturn.  Surplus Russian replacement credits may not be accumulated from turn to turn.During Replacements, the Russian player may voluntarily eliminate any of his Undisrupted units to re-enter the game as replacements.  Rokossovsky's 16. Army may not be replaced, unless it was voluntarily or exchange eliminated in or out of supply.  Units which cannot be replaced are marked with a red cross in their lower right corner.  Russian replacements enter moving by rail from the eastern mapboard edge and the north and south edges still under his control to a friendly city or town or walking on from the eastern mapboard edge.  Operational Group Vatutin arrives on the road from the north on the first turn. 
·	The Siberian Reserve Gamble:  At any time, the Russian player may begin the Siberian Reserve reinforcements.  These are the usual replacements and reinforcements, plus the shock armies - but no more than 1 shock army per turn - except that they all come in as reinforcements, the strongest coming in first instead of the weakest, and they last for 3 consecutive game turns.  If he waits until Gameturn 7, they start entering then automatically and without risk.  However, in every turn they are in the game sooner than Gameturn 7, he must choose whether to risk rolling 2 or 3 or rolling 11 or 12, rolling 2 dice.  If he rolls the bad numbers, Japan has invaded the Far Eastern Military District, and the Germans immediately win a Smashing Strategic Victory worth winning 2 games!  Kalinin Front Aviation enters the game with the first Siberian Reserves.
·	The 2. Fliegerkorps is withdrawn from the game after Turn 3, unless ... see Victory Conditions.
·	
·	SUPPLY: 
·	A unit's supply line is traced fom a road - muddy or not - (and, for the Russians, a railroad) running back to a friendly and starting mapboard edge - or directly from the friendly mapboard edge itself - or for the Russians only to Moscow.  For the Germans, this supply line can also be traced back to an army which can then trace a supply line back to the original supply line/source.  The supply line length is 9 hexes in Good and Hard Frost weather (and for the Russians in Snow), 5 hexes in Mud (and for the Germans in Snow).  A supply line cannot be traced through a city or town last controlled by an enemy unit or through the ZOC of any ZOC-exerting enemy unit, even Disrupted, unless occupied by a friendly unit.  5. Para Korps is always in supply.
·	An Unsupplied unit has an impulse movement factor of 1, regardless of terrain.  An unsupplied unit attacks at half strength (fractions rounded down).  Attacks against unsupplied units are raised 1 combat odds column.

VICTORY CONDITIONS:
·	Victory is determined in the Victory Determination Phase (VDP).  See also the Siberian Reserve Gamble rule.
·	The German player immediately wins an Historical Victory if he has units in supply in Moscow in his VDP.
·	The Russian player immediately wins an Historic Victory if he has units in supply occupying any one of the following cities during his VDP:  Smolensk, Roslavl or Glukhov.
·	If the Russian player takes his Unhistorical First Move, the German player can also win if he has units in supply occupying Kalinin, Volokolamsk, Mozhaisk, Kaluga, Yelets, Yefremov, and Kursk during his VDP.  Moreover, he can win a Smashing Strategic Victory worth winning 2 entire games, if he also takes Moscow.
·	If the German player does not want 2. Fliegerkorps withdrawn, he has a 50% chance of it staying, but if it does stay he must take Moscow and Voronezh and have them in supply to win an Historical Victory.  If he doesn't, the Russian player wins a Smashing Strategic Victory.
·	If the Germans do not take Moscow and the Russians have it and Voronezh in supply at the end of Gameturn 8 and thereafter, the Russians win an Historical Victory.  
·	If the Russians in their Winter Counteroffensive (re-take and) have as well Torzhok, Rzhev, Vyazma, Kaluga, Tula, Orel, and Kursk, they win a Smashing Strategic Victory at the conclusion of Gameturn 12.

GAMETURN SEQUENCE - First Player is German until Snow:
·	A. Entrenchment (of UnDisrupted eligible units), Russian Replacements and Reinforcements, and Rail Movement:
·	B. Operational Phases - 3 pulses each player in Good weather, 2 pulses each in Mud, 2 pulses for Germans and 3 for Russians in Snow
·	1. First Player Attacks before Movement:
·	2. First Player First Pulse
·	a. Air-to-Ground Attacks (with Enemy Interception possible) and then Initial Movement, Ground Attack Allocations.
·	b. If German Player is First Player:  Recovery from Disruption of any still-Disrupted Russian units not being attacked
·	c. First Player Ground Combat Resolution and Immediate Tactical Advances after Combat - and (if German Player is First Player) Recovery from Disruption of previously Disrupted Russian units not re-Disrupted.
·	3. Second Player First Pulse - same as previous - On last German Pulse, German Aerial Resupply, Interdictive Air Attack (with Russian Interception Possible)
·	4. However many more Pulses
·	5. Units' Supply Status Determination.
·	6.  Victory Determination
·	7. Recovery from Disruption of all German units and red-highlighted Russian units.
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per operational operational pulse by the owning player.  
A unit may additionally be tactically moved - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent‘s combat resolution phase.
Unless there is a Breakthrough, a ground unit may attack only once per operational pulse. It may defend (and retreat) as many times as it is attacked..
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UNIT DATA: 
·	Unit Abbreviations:  PzKps = Panzerkorps
·	Unit Symbols:  A criss-cross in the box indicates infantry.  If it has a birdie, it is parachute.  If it has a cannonball it is shock
·	Unit Factor:  A single combat factor on the units is for both attack and defense, although the latter can be modified.  If there are two factors, the first is attack and the second defense.













SETTING UP THE GAME TO BEGIN AND SPECIAL FIRST TURN RULES: 

·	30Sep41 Setup:
·	The Russians set up first:  all units not marked with an "R" - units which do not have their positions specified may start anywhere on the Russian side of the start-line ... and off-board the Western and Bryansk fronts aviation units.  (The Siberian/Kalinin Front Aviation is not yet in the game.)  6. Fighter Korps never leaves Moscow.  All Russian armies start the game entrenched.  
·	The German player sets up his army units on their locations on the map.  Panzer units and the 2 infantrie korps assigned to 2. PzGp are marked in their upper right corners.  The infantrie/field armies and panzer units may start anywhere within 2 hexes of their indicated positions.  Other infantrie korps and unmarked units may start anywhere on the German side of the start line, however every German start-line hex must be occupied by a German unit or in its zone of control.  
·	Unhistorical Russian First Turn Move:  The Russian player may elect to make the first move, but he cannot attack.  See Victory Conditions for how this alters them.
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·	MOSCOW vs. BARBAROSSA, 1941 - 25Jan14
·	
·	
·					GROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE:
·	Die Roll
·	A	B	1:5	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	6:1	7:1	8:1	9:1
·	
·	1	6	D/AE	D	D	D2	D2	D2	D3	DE	BR	BR	BR	BR	BR	BR
·	2	5	AE	AD	-	D1	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE	BR	BR	BR	BR	BR
·	3	4	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE	BR	BR	BR	BR
·	4	3	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	-	D	D1	D1	D2	D3	DE	BR	BR	BR
·	5	2	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	D	D	D1	D2	D3	DE	BR	BR
·	6	1	AE	AE	AE	AE	D/AE	AD	X	X	X	D1	D2	D3	DE	BR
·	Note: Attacks at less than 1:5 odds are not allowed.  Attacking odds MAY be "expanded" by German player.
·	
·	COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	BR = BReakthrough.  Attackers may advance as for a DE and immediately attack one more time, possibly adding to a different, initial attack.
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	Dn = Defenders RETREATED 0-n hexes as Attacker chooses - retreat route determined by Defender - and are DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  On a D1 result, the Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 2 hexes farther - on a D2, 1 hex - but the attacker may then tactically advance farther accordingly.
·	D = All Defending Units are DISRUPTED and faced toward the enemy.  Defender may voluntarily choose to retreat up to 3 hexes, but the Attacker may then advance accordingly.
·	X = Involuntary EXchange.  Defending units are eliminated and attacking units having attack factors at least equal to the (factor-modified) defending units are lost.  An attacking 2-factor German infantrie korps can contribute 1 factor to the exchange and be reduced to 1 factor strength or 2 factors and be eliminated.  Exchange factors can also be "absorbed" by the difference between full and reduced strengths of German armies and panzerkorps and Russian shock armies.  However, if exchanging with Russian tank units, participating German panzkerkorps must be risked/lose first (before accompanying armies or infantrie korps) and risk a 50% chance of losing a full strength level or a weak strength panzerkorps itself being permanently lost against equal Russian tank strength (but only another 50% roll risk against Russian tank strength which is half of it).  Surviving attackers tactically advance as for a D1 combat result.
·	AD = Attackers Disrupted and faced toward the enemy.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) Eliminated.  Any surviving attackers suffer AD result.


					AIR OPERATIONS TABLE:
Die Roll		Luftwaffe		Russian
A	B		Bombing		Bombing		Interception

1	6		D			D			Russian ShotDown
2	5		D			D			Russian ShotDown
3	4		D			D*			Russian Intercepted
4	3		D*			-			Russian Intercepted		
5	2		- (No result)		-			Luftwaffe Intercepted
6	1		AA			AA			Luftwaffe Intercepted
7	0		AA			AA			Luftwaffe ShotDown - Ext Range, + or - 1 on die roll.








ENTRENCHMENT AND TERRAIN EFFECTS:
·	Entrenchment:  If it doesn't move or attack, an UnDisrupted Russian army or German infantrie korps can be flipped over to its Entrenched side, receiving +1 combat factor on defense.  This status is lost when the unit moves out of it, operationally or tactically.  It can remain Entrenched, even if Disrupted by enemy attack.  However, an already-Disrupted Entrenched unit loses its Entrenchment if it suffers another Disruption result.
·	Road Movement:  A panzer/tank, Katyusha, or parachutist unit may move along a road at 1/2 Movement Factor per road hex.  For these units, fractions cannot be saved if moving along a road, getting off, and then getting on another road.  For all other ground units the cost is 2 MFs for every 3 road hexes moved, and fractions can be saved (to be used within the same movement).  The Road Movement rate can be used in Tactical Advances (but not retreats) after combat.  A unit moving into the ZOC of an UnDisrupted enemy unit at road movement rate is Disrupted, unless moving onto a hex already occupied by an UnDisrupted friendly unit.
·	Rail Movement:  UnDisrupted Russian units already on a rail line may move any number of contiguous in-supply rail hexes but may not end in a German unit's ZOC unless it is already occupied by a Russian unit.  In any case, the unit detrains on its last rail hex Disrupted.  Rail moving units may go off of and come back on the map on a rail line under friendly control during rail movement.  Replacement units may move by rail.
·	Forests:  Any one army, infantrie korps, or parachutist unit defending in a forest hex receives +1 combat factor on defense.  See the air attack tables for forest cover reductions.  A forest hex costs a panzerkorps 2 MFs to enter, unless along an active road.  No Armor Overrun, except along roads.
·	Swamps:  Not more than 1 German panzerkorps may be in a swamp hex or attack into a swamp hex across each hex-side.  A swamp hex costs 2 MFs for a German panzerkorps to enter, unless along an active road.  No Armor Overrun.
·	Swampy Forests:  The combat and stacking effects are combined, and such a hex costs 3 MFs for a German panzerkorps to enter, unless along an active road, and 2 MFs for any other German unit to enter.
·	Cross-River and -Canal Attacks:  It costs a panzer/tank unit 1 additional movement factor to cross a river, if it is moving into or out of an EZOC (unless the hex-side is road-bridged), except on the first MF of a Tactical Advance after Combat.  Cross-river attacks are reduced 1 combat odds column (whether the hex-side is bridged or not), unless any of the attackers are on the same side of the river as the defenders.
·	Moscow and Tula hexes:  Moscow has an intrinsic defense factor of 2 and Tula 1.  The cities alone have no ZOCs outside themselves for any purpose.  The defense factors of all Russian infantry-type units - including their Entrenched strength - stacked in Moscow are doubled.  Tula, instead, can increase infantry-type units' defense factors up to 2, if matched.  A D1 is read as a D, and in the case of a D2 or D3 result, retreating Russian units are not required to retreat more than 1 hex from Moscow, but may do so if the Russian player wishes.  No armor overrun.
·	Major Cities:  Add 1 defense factor to any one infantry unit in them.  Smaller towns have no effect..
·	Lakes:  May not be moved or attacked across, except when frozen.  A unit has no ZOC across an unfrozen lake.
·	Defense Lines:  Add 1 defense factor to any one Russian army or parachute unit behind them, unless flanked.


WEATHER EFFECTS:
·	Mud:  Attacks in Mud by either side are reduced 1 column in the combat odds.  Only the Smolensk to Moscow road still still gives a Road Movement bonus and only on the first turn of Mud.  German infantrie korps' basic movement factors are reduced to 3.  All other German units' basic movement factors are reduced to 2.  Russian units' basic movement factors are all reduced by 1 factor.  During the first turn of Mud, only 1 German fliegerkorps can be active.  Armor Overrun is only possible on a D3.
·	Hard Frost:  Is treated the same as Good for all purposes, and the roads movement bonus is active again for all roads.
·	Snow:  German attacks are reduced 1 column in the combat odds.  All roads are active again.  Lakes, rivers, and swamps are frozen and cease to have any effect in the game.  German panzerkorps basic movement factors are reduced to 3.  All other German units' basic movement factors are reduced to 2.  Russian units' movement factors are unaffected.  During the first turn of Snow, only 1 German fliegerkorps can be active.
·	Weather Determination:  Turn 1 is automatically Good weather.  There is a 2/3 chance Turn 2 will be Mud, otherwise it is Good.  (Turns 3 is automatically Mud.)  If Turn 2 was Mud, then Turn 4 is Hard Frost (Good).  If Turn 2 was Good, Turn 4 will be SNOW.  Turns 5-8 are automatically Snow.





SUPPLY: 
·	A unit's supply line is traced fom a road - muddy or not - (and, for the Russians, railroad or river) running back to a friendly and starting mapboard edge - or directly from the friendly mapboard edge itself - or for the Russians only to Moscow.  For the Germans, this supply line can also be traced back to an army which can then trace a supply line back to the original supply line/source.  The supply line length is 6 hexes in Good and Hard Frost weather (and for the Russians in Snow), 4 hexes in Mud (and for the Germans in Snow).  A supply line cannot be traced through a city or town last controlled by an enemy unit or through the ZOC of any enemy unit, even Disrupted, unless occupied by a friendly unit.  5. Para Korps is always in supply.
·	An Unsupplied unit tank, panzer or army unit can only move 1 hex, plus its OMB.  A unit attacks at half strength (fractions rounded down) or is attacked an odds column higher, if out of supply at that moment. If it is Disrupted during its owning player's Supply Status Determination Phase, it is eliminated.








EXAMPLES:



